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The Fibreglas Story

in the vicinity of the tail end? Are they rusty or in need of paint or other protection? In other words, don't try to repair the fabric if the interior is in need of repairs. 5. 
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The Fibreglas Story



sist in bringing this information to you. This certificate should mailed direct to them.



be



All available evidence so far indicates that fiberglas cloth is



an almost perfect repair for deteriorated aircraft fabric, since many things are accomplished



during the installation. 1. The original cotton fabric



(Editor's Note: Grateful acknowledgement i s herewith made to the Aviation Glass Cloth Service for submission of this article. It must be understood that E.A.A. policy is not to endorse products, but to present them as a service to the readers. The final article will appear in next month's Experimenter.) The application of fiberglas cloth over aircraft fabric although relatively new has in its few months of use since an operator in Kansas City, Missouri, conducted the first experimental use under direct CAA supervision has created a phenomenal amount of interest, and inquiries regarding its use have been received by this operator from



nearly every state and number in the hundreds. The purpose of this kit is to supply the information obtained during and since its official testing in August 1955. The retail price of fiberglas



HG-12 cloth which is the standard use material is $1.00 per yard, but there is enclosed with



deteriorated principally due to lack of sufficient dope penetration into and around the cotton fibers. The additional dope used in fiberglas installations may correct this deficiency in dope



and prevent further fabric deterioration. 2. The old dope on the fabric



is "old" only because of loss of dope flexilizers through aging; the use of dope rejuvenator in this process will replace the loss, conditioning the original



dope to almost as good as new at least increasing its remaining life by several years.



a sincere effort on the part of



in the process.



Hail stones and other small objects can readily penetrate ordinary fabric covering; hail



will not penetrate fiberglas; hail stones large enough to penetrate would smash the structure before penetrating the cloth.



It



has been



recognized for



years that fabric even though new did little to strengthen the



cloth adds sufficient strength to structural strength and safety is considerably improved. There is reason to believe that fiberglas



reinforced aircraft will survive many accidents with little damage that in all probability would



be serious in fabric covered aircraft. Fabric alone can have a maximum tensile strength of approximately 82 pounds, but fiberglas



all concerned to make available at little or no cost, factual, correct, and current information on this important aviation product that has created such interest.



HG-12 cloth with a strength of 90 x 112 pounds when added to



For although this kit is priced



coupled with the elasticity of fiberglas is a safety factor of



at 15 dollars, which is considered extremely low, its cost is absorbed by the certificate in the



purchase of sufficient material to cover one aircraft.



The Plastic Sales & Mfg. Co., the midwest distributors of Hess Goldsmith fiberglas cloth, volunteered this discount certifi-



cate as their contribution to as-



and the thread is woven into cloth. In spinning the filaments a sizing of starch and oil is used, the oil acting as a lubricant. In securing the glass cloth to the aircraft fabric with dope thin-



ner this sizing is washed out leaving the glass cloth rather brittle and less tear resistant, although the dope penetration on later steps does reinforce the threads somewhat. The second method approved is the use of Epoxy resin in



recently been discovered it is



materially increase the overall



Special Discount Certificate The use of this certificate is



are spun together to form thread



This deficiency is corrected by the two coats of aluminized dope



certificate authorized by the Plastic Sales and Mfg. Co., 3023



per yard.



cloth thread is manufactured almost identical to cotton thread. The glass is formed in a continuous filament, these filaments



place of dope to secure the glass cloth to the aircraft fabric, and



structure. The addition of glass



Missouri, who are the midwest distributors for the fiberglas cloth produced by Hess Goldsmith Co., New York City. This coupon reduces the cost to 80c



strength in tear after doping caused by sizing washout. Glass



3. The old dope on the fabric also aged in many instances due to insufficient aluminum dope.



this kit a special 20% discount



McGee Trafficway, Kansas City,



with aircraft dope (Butyrate). This method is probably the easiest for the aircraft mechanic to understand due to his past experience with doped fabric. This aircraft dope method although the easiest does have one serious disadvantage. A lack of



the residual strength even old fabric will be around 150 pounds or better. This high strength



considerable importance and a potential life saving feature.



CAA Approvable Methods of Applying Glass Cloth. There are currently two CAA approved methods of applying Fiberglas cloth to aircraft fabric. The first method approved was



although this method has but believed that this method will have many advantages over the aircraft dope process, as Epoxy resin does not wash out the sizing and oil and actually strength-



ens the glass cloth and improves the tear resistance. To determine which process to use consideration should be given to the advantages and disadvantages of each process as follows: 1. If the fabric is deteriorated, determine if possible the primary or contributory cause,



usually the reason was lack of dope penetration leaving the inner surface of the fabric unprotected and subject to mildew and deterioration. If lack of dope penetration appears to be



the reason,



then the aircraft



dope process might be the better method as the additional



thinner rejuvanator and dope



CAA before they can determine if fiberglas is to be rejected, given blanket approval, or conditional approval, and you kit purchasers can do much to assist in this tremendous problem . by submitting to the local CAA ASDO all the operating experience you gain as time goes on; remember, in doing this you are helping yourself, for the quicker they obtain the basic information, the sooner they can evaluate and determine. The several problems are: 1. When fiberglas is doped to aircraft fabric, will the dope



properly adhere to the doped fabric underneath; remember, the dope underneath is relatively old and the new dope may not blend in and adhere resulting in separation between the fiberglas and the aircraft fabric. If application technique recommended is used there appears to be little danger. 2. When fiberglas is attached or doped direct to aircraft fabric that is partially deteriorated, will the fabric continue to deteriorate and since the rib stitching is over that fabric only, is there any danger of the fabric deteriorating to the point where the



rib stitching will pull through the fabric.



3. What will be the deterioration rate of dope when applied over and through fiberglas? 4. Since fiberglas is actually glass which is an inert substance, will the dope eventually separate from the glass, thus allowing moisture to enter between the dope and the glass, and if so, will there be any damage? Inspections Prior to Installation of Fiberglass If spars are wood, in what condition are they? How long before it will be necessary to re-



varnish them? What is the overall condition of the wing interior, rib



supplies the material for complete penetration.



stitching, trailing edge, leading



If age alone is the primary cause then the Epoxy resin process would appear to be the most practical.



should be removed and the interior repaired. There is no



An ideal method and one that



has the advantages of both processes is as follows: Give the aircraft fabric a full bodied coat of rejuvenator followed by a full bodied coat of



dope. This will soften and reinforce the fabric and dope, then use the Epoxy resin process. Problems



confronting



the



edge, etc.? A careful inspection may reveal that the covering profit in putting fiberglas cloth on a surface if the interior is in



need of repairs. Have you inspected the fuselage metal structure such as the bottom longerons, especially in the vicinity of the tail end? Are they rusty or in need of paint or other protection? In other words, don't try to repair the fabric if the interior is in need of repairs.
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